
The last film I saw

Watching comprehension and 
interpretation



YOUR FAVOURITE FILM 
GENRE



Adjectives for estimation

reasonable 
good 
nothing special 
not bad 
nothing to write 
home about 
bad 
boring 

rotten 
frightful
horrible
lousy 

excellent 
magnificent 
wonderful 
great 
superb 
outstanding 
fantastic 
sensational 
impressive 
extraordinary 
splendid 

Weak Strong negativeStrong positive



The film I liked

■ It keeps you in suspense 
■ It makes you laugh/cry/happy/smile! 

It grabs (catches) your attention 
■ It teaches you: to be kind and patient | to find your 

way in life | to believe in love (reality) | to be proud 
of something | to defend justice | to defend the 
weak and offended 

■ It has:  a mysterious plot; a dynamic story; 
funny/dramatic situations; a lot of music/dancing! 
singing 



The film I disliked

■ It teaches you: aggression / violence / to be 
passive / to be indifferent / to believe in unreal 
things 

■ I couldn’t help yawning 
■ It makes you: want to hide/yawn /
                       feel sick/miserable    
                               frightening/ unhappy /  
                                nervous/bored 



A letter from your English-speaking pen 
friend John

… Some days ago I saw the film which was a real 
shock to me. I can’t forget it till now. 

By the way, what’s the last film you watched? 
Did you like it? Who did you see it with?  

Write a letter to John

Remember the rules of letter writing. 



Structure Address

Date

Greeting

Paragraph 1   Introduction

Paragraph 2  MAIN BODY 

Paragraph 3   Questions

Paragraph 4  Conclusion

Ending
Your name



Anyway, I`m writing to tell you about my
 summer in Cornwell…

FILL  IN  THE  BLANKS

Thanks for your letter.  I must apologize for not
 writing  earlier.

Dear  Mary,

Where were you in summer?  You enjoyed your holidays, 
didn` t  you?  I wonder if you made any new friends there?Well, I must go and get on with my work.

Madrid, Spain Clara
21/09/2009

Love,



LET’S DRILL



You are going to watch the cartoon 
having 2001 Oscar for Best 

animation short film 

HOMETASK:
Make up a story:
“Cartoons. Are they for children only?”
Give pros and cons



After watching you have to answer the 
following questions:

1. What is your general impression? (does the 
film deserve the reward)

2. Who are the main characters?
3. What does the bicycle symbolize?
4. Where do you think the man sailed on the 

boat?
5. WHAT IS THE MAIN IDEA? WHAT IS THE FILM 

ABOUT?



ARE YOU READY?

■ LET’S START

■ IT’S TIME TO WORK NOW


